Paper Plate Guitar (Ages 6-10)

B.B. King is known for playing his beloved guitar “Lucille” and now you can make your very own and play like B.B. did. **Parental supervision is needed.**

**Make it:**
1. Stack two thick-weight paper plates and staple them together for durability.
2. Paint the stacked plates your favorite colors and decorate them with stickers.
3. Attach a paint stick or wooden ruler to the back of the stacked plates and glue black or beads to the end as the pegs. Substitution: (Small round flat rocks from outside)
4. Finally, add strings by stretching rubber bands around the stacked plates or you can substitute by cutting out (3-4) ½ inch-wide brown strips of construction paper the length of the plates and glue or hot glue them to the plate.

Enjoy your Lucille!